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Cairo city full day tour
Egyptian museum, Cairo citadel, Coptic Cairo and Khan el khalili
Includes: Transfers, tour guide, sightseeing Entry fees and Lunch
Winter(October-May)
All included door to door
Summer(June-September)
US $ 75/person
2 ADT Package
US $ 65/person
 For Single accommodation Please add 60% single supplement per person.
 For Kids less than 2 years free of charge.
 For kids less than 12 years half price.

Above Rate Including: 










Pick-up and drop off at hotels in Cairo and Giza
Transportation by air-conditioned private car
Professional Egyptologist tour guide
Bottle of water for each participant
All services and taxes.
Special meals for vegetarians are served upon request (Should be requested
prior to arrival)
Lunch during tour food preparation and cooking is done by the camp staff.
Expert guides for the tours.
Include entrance fees to tourist sites or nature reserves.

What’s not included?







Pick-up from outside Cairo hotels (available for $10 extra per person).
Granitites.
Personal expenses.
International flight.
Egypt entry Visa.
Tips.

Full description itinerary:
 Our professional tour guide will be expecting you in the lobby of the hotel
you stay in to begin your marvelous Cairo Day Tour where you will enjoy an
unforgettable tour to the Egyptian Museum, Cairo citadel, Coptic Cairo and
Islamic Cairo.
 You will be accompanied aboard a private vehicle to enjoy two hours tour
to the Egyptian Museum located in the heart of Cairo, the building itself is
considered a monument as it was built more than 120 years ago after the
Egyptian government chose to collect all the antiquities of the
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ancient Egyptian history and display it in one building to show the whole
world how the ancient times in Egypt was rich and flourishing.

 Go back in time and discover the greatness of the ancient Egyptian artifacts
during your Egyptian Museum tour. More than 160,000 masterpieces are
presented on the two floors of the Egyptian Museum.
 Your Egyptologist tour guide will give you a clear explanation of all the
items including the treasures of King Tutankhamen, the only royal treasure
found intact and consists of a huge collection of gold and jewelry that were
hidden under the sand more than 3000 years ago until the tomb was
excavated in 1922, then it was entirely moved to Cairo and the Egyptian
Museum.

 Proceed to visit the Citadel of Salah El Din and the Alabaster Mosque of
Mohamed Ali inside, which represents a unique model of Ottoman
architecture in Cairo.
 The design is copied from the famous Blue Mosque of Istanbul, The Citadel
is a medieval Islamic-period stronghold in Cairo and it's considered to be
the center of the Egyptian government since it was constructed by Salah
Eldin until the reign of King Farouk during the first half of the past century.

 After your Egyptian cuisine lunch stop in an oriental restaurant to enjoy
your lunch, enjoy Old Cairo's churches Tour to explore the ancient Roman
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fortification of Babylon, and get amazed by The Hanging Church one of the
highlights of Old Cairo trips, you will also visit the church of St Sergius which
is also identified as the Cavern Church, it was built above the crypt where
Jesus Christ and his mother accompanied by Saint Joseph the
carpenter stayed for almost three months and the well from which they
were drinking water.
 At last, you will see Ben Ezra Synagogue, according to traditions it was built
before the ninth century when it has been transformed into a Jewish
Synagogue after it had been a Coptic Church for many centuries.

 We will resume our Cairo day tours to explore the Islamic district of
Cairo, which includes the different relics of medieval Cairo. You will see the
old walls, mosques like Al- Azhar mosque. Madrasas, Sabils, and gates of
the city during the middle ages and its old stone-paved alleys date back to
the Islamic period.
 Finish your Islamic Cairo trips by having mint-tea at Fishawy the oldest cafe
while viewing the minarets of Al Hussein Mosque and Al Azhar
Mosque in Khan El Khalili, one of the oldest Egyptian markets.
 Finally, our expert tour guide will take you back to your hotel afterward.
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A few good to know tips
 I recommend wearing loose and comfortable clothes. As for shoes try wear
wearing a pair of flip flops or flat sandals. The sand gets in everywhere.
 Don’t forget your scarf, hat and sunglasses.
 If you’re going between September and Feb, nights are cold, so dress accordantly
by bringing an extra layer to bundle up.
 Do not eat anything right before dune bashing.
 This is a choice, but tipping your driver is always a good idea if they did a good job.
 I do not recommend bringing your nice and expensive camera to the desert, unless
you have a good place to secure it. Sand gets into everything.
 A phone such as the Samsung Note 5 or Galaxy Edge 7 are better options.
 Because of the heat stay away from heavy make-up.
 Using some sunscreen before your departure is always a good idea.
 Please bring the following items with you: passport or ID, comfortable clothing,
swim suit, hat, sun glasses, sun protection, a scarf, camera and/or video camera,
wet wipes, toilet paper, snacks, Medicine and a spirit of adventure.
 This tour is flexible and can be adjusted to your interests and requirements the
tour takes approximately two days.

Remember, we are very happy to answer any question you may have before trip starts.
Mohamed Marghany

Tour Operator
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